nShield as a Service
Easy, efficient access to cryptography as a service
HIGHLIGHTS
• Use hosted, managed HSMs for cloud
deployments
• Maintain full control over key material
regardless of where application
workloads are running
• Extend cloud-based cryptography
and key management across
multiple clouds
• Support secure code execution for
cloud-based workloads
• Simplify budgeting with performancebased pricing to meet critical security
needs
• Decrease time spent on maintenance
and monitoring tasks
• Meet geo-fencing requirements
for cloud data security and data
sovereignty mandates via regional
data centers
• Use Cloud Disaster Recovery (CDR)
option to increase redundancy and
reliability of on-premises deployments
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In today’s fast-moving enterprise IT
environment, “cloud-first” is a common
strategic aim of many organizations.
Gone are the days when companies
automatically host their critical IT
infrastructure on-premises. With the shift
to the cloud, organizations benefit from
the scale, flexibility and resilience a cloud
service provider can deliver while enjoying
reduced maintenance burden and a more
predictable monthly operational expense.
This business shift results in tension when
cloud applications rely on hardware security
modules (HSMs), physical appliances that
protect the cryptographic keys that act
as the root of trust for an organization’s
encrypted data. Traditionally housed in
on-premises data centers and managed
by an on-site security team, HSMs help
customers meet regulatory or certification
requirements and are an important part
of an organization’s critical infrastructure.
Given the increasing demands on enterprise
security teams, finding skilled security
professionals to administer HSMs is an
ongoing challenge. nShield as a Service
provides the same features and functionality
as on-premises HSMs combined with the
benefits of a cloud service deployment.
This allows customers to fulfill their cloudfirst objectives and leave the management
and maintenance of these appliances to the
experts at Entrust.

nShield as a Service
Cryptography as a service
nShield as a Service is a subscriptionbased solution for generating, accessing,
and protecting cryptographic key material,
separately from sensitive data. The solution
uses dedicated FIPS 140-2 and eIDAS (EN
419 221-5) certified nShield Connect HSMs.
This cloud-hosted model gives organizations
the option to either supplement or replace
HSMs in their data centers while retaining
the same benefits as owning the appliances.
nShield as a Service allows enterprises
to budget for security more predictably,
manage capacity based on demand, reduce
their data center footprints, and decrease
the time spent on routine maintenance and
monitoring tasks.
Subscribed customers interact with the
cloud-based nShield HSMs in the same way
that they would with appliances in their
own dark data centers, but have no need
to receive, install, and maintain physical
hardware. This often results in a shorter time
between initial procurement and use of the
HSM and, therefore, faster deployment of
secured applications.

Aligns with your security
strategy and demands
nShield as a Service is well-suited to
align with any security strategy, whether
an organization is adopting a cloud-first
approach for its cryptographic functions,
selectively migrating specific services to the
cloud, or enhancing HSM capacity to handle
occasional workload spikes.
Because nShield as a Service benefits from
the same unique Security World architecture
as on-premises nShield deployments,

Note 1. See our nShield Security World white paper for additional
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customers can use a hybrid approach,
mixing both nShield as a Service and onpremises HSMs. nShield Security World is a
scalable key management framework that
spans the customer’s nShield estate and
provides a unified administrator and user
experience and guaranteed interoperability
across all devices, whether subscriptionbased or owned on-prem.1 This allows
customers to easily and efficiently scale
their HSM operations with their specific
environment, operational approaches, and
security needs. Additionally, the unique
CodeSafe secure execution capability gives
customers on-demand access to expanded
secure computing capacity. Only nShield as
a Service allows customers to seamlessly
migrate their secure code execution from an
on-prem HSM to the cloud.

The nShield as a Service difference
nShield as a Service offers several key
advantages over competing options:
• Ensures customers own their Security
World resources and keys and
may use these across their nShield
environment, whether as-a-service or
on-premises
• Provides customers on-demand
control to migrate and expand their
secure code execution from an onprem HSM to the cloud
• Delivers FIPS 140-2 Level 3 and eIDAS
(EN 419 221-5 protection profile)
certified security of keys, which is
not available with some cloud key
protection solutions

nShield as a Service
• Enables customers to continue using
the same business applications with
their cloud-based nShield HSMs and
have the option to access enhanced
HSM capacity to handle occasional
workload spikes
• Deploy with multiple cloud service
providers, in contrast to HSM services
offered by individual providers that
can lock customers into their own
cloud environments. Supports hybrid
cloud deployments and offers easy
key migration should data repatriation
from a cloud service provider to onprem be required

RAC

Remote
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• Offers customers a dedicated HSM
service. Customers have full control
of their cryptographic keys - full
separation of duties ensures no
individual can single-handedly change
key use policies

nShield as a Service deployment
options and features
nShield as a Service is available in a range
of different feature/performance levels to
enable customers to match capabilities
to their specific needs. Self-managed or
fully-managed deployment options are also
available for greater flexibility (see diagram).
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nShield as a Service
nShield as a Service Options/Features
Features

Basic

Standard

Premium

Enterprise

Indicative performance
(2K RSA signatures per second)

150 tps

450 tps

3,000 tps

16,000 tps

Number of HSM instances

x1 HSM

x2 HSMs

x2 HSMs

x2 HSMs

•

•

•

99%

99.9%

99.9%

99.9%

3

10

100

1,000

•

•

•

High Availability – multi-geographical
locations
Committed SLA
Number of application integrations
Available as a fully managed option

Disaster Recovery option is also available, offering a self-managed off-site single HSM, with 99% SLA, multigeographical locations, and 10 application integrations.

nShield as a Service deployment features

Self-managed

Fully-managed

Customer has access to dedicated nShield Connect hardware
hosted in secure data center
The nShield Remote Administration kit lets you securely
connect to and interact with your cloud-based nShield HSM(s)
Maintenance & Support
• Service monitoring
• Pre-tested upgrades/patches applied during annual or
emergency maintenance windows
• 24/7 Support
Full Management of installation
• Security Officer role fulfilled by trusted personnel
– nShield Security World creation
– HSM enrollment
– Signing ceremonies
• ISO/IEC 27001: 2013 compliant policies & procedures (certificate of
registration available on request)
• Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) Security Trust Assurance and Risk
(STAR) - Level 1 & CSA Trusted Cloud Provider
• All operational staff BS7858 cleared (non-U.S. data centers only)
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